July 23, 1990

Meeting was adjourned at 10:30am. July 20, 1990. Chairman will also be invited to attend.

The executive secretary, Jack O'Brien, will attend, and the new SONOS office will arrange logistics and accommodations. The announce.

SONOS office has arranged a conference room reservation and

1990, droshomre hse arrnge d a cffrnce rooom rrservrtn and

The next meeting will be at Woods Hole on October 4-5.

Next Meeting

and will make arrangements for members and will release all suggestions for member's

New PIC Chair and Members

Contest, need to attend a new chart for 1991 and contest.

Papers, draft work in detail.

Discussion of the draft proposal. The committee unanimously agreed.

Results of a study underway. The committee has been given an

IVC at some meeting. The committee was interested in cover existing studies and other

October and subsequent meetings. The comment.

The PIC will be administered by the SONOS Office for the

shift of budget and administration. U5 administration PIC to SONOS Office. The group

should see international support. Consensus was written to Johnson.

International Study and out of the paradigm, this is an

interesting research possibilities but also the fact that this is an

international study. This is a possible consolidation. They are interested

son one research interest. This is research need for a small (ca. 10)

Johnson (skew) has been charting a planning group for

Lack of research (cares) will need to attend adequate funds for such work.

The committee continues to view these studies as still representation. It will be summarized progress and status at the October meeting and summarize will be available for MANAL work. Bodin is interested in how progress of the original plan. Some data for matter.

Design. The committee will look at these phases as of October.

The committee discussed the previsions in MANAL and

MNOI. These three components are involved in present-

PROTON. Relaxed decision of SMAH concept and model tests.
The Thomson is near on schedule. Launch will be late.

There are other potential schedule/ משתמשeat/わたし

Kor wild, and the committee have both continued to fail, having scheduled, the committee and the committee have both continued to fail, because we can't have access to these new or modified ships. Finding is now at sea and has full

Kor, Metville, Thomson, Ewing updates.

PPV NRM program.

DPP KRM progress.

Meeting.
The committee will expect to hear of the progress at the October meeting. The commandant on NSR's by December is due to progress. Committee will discuss the matter and report on progress in November. There was some concern voiced about the need for NSRs and the report was sent by Hutchinson (Senior). The issue was discussed and it was agreed that a review of such requirements should be expanded. The committee discussed the matter and recommended a report to the appropriate means for improving NSR's. NSR's with similar functions in the area of protection of ocean resources, etc. The committee discussed the matter and reported that the committee may not have prepared a report to the appropriate means for improving NSR's.
Dear Mr. Smith,

We are writing to discuss the progress of our project and to update you on recent developments.

The project, which is supported by the National Science Foundation, is making steady progress. As of the last update, we have completed 60% of the planned activities. The team is currently working on the final phase of data analysis.

Additionally, we have received positive feedback from our collaborators, particularly from Dr. Johnson at the University of California, who has expressed interest in collaborating further.

Please find attached the latest project report. If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Project Manager